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Dear Sirs/Mesdames:
Canadian Securities Administrators Consultation Paper 33-403: The Standard
of Conduct for Advisers and Dealers: Exploring the Appropriateness of
Introducing a Statutory Best Interest Duty When Advice is Provided to Retail
Clients (“Consultation Paper 33-403”)
We appreciate the opportunity to provide our comments in regard to Consultation
Paper 33-403 nd fully suppor h CSA’s mission “ o iv C n d
s curi i s
regulatory system that protects investors from unfair, improper or fraudulent
practices and fosters fair, efficient and vibrant capital markets, by developing a
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n ion l sys m of h rmoniz d s curi i s r ul ion policy nd pr c ic .” 1 For the
purposes of our response to Consultation Paper 33-403, we have divided our
comments into four parts: (1) General Comments; (2) Fiduciary Standards and
Financial Services; (3) Consumer Choice; and, (4) Principal Trading and Capital
Raising.

(1) General Comments
As a long-s ndin p r icip n in C n d ’s c pi l m rk s Sco i b nk nd i s
securities registrants have considerable experience in providing Canadians with
wealth management services and have participated for many years in the securities
rule-making process with respect to numerous regulatory initiatives, including NI
31-103, the Client Relationship Model project, and the Point of Sale project. In this
regard, recent and significant enhancements to suitability assessments, conflicts of
interest management and disclosure rules, driven in large part by the Client
R l ionship Mod l (“CRM”) h v dd d o n lr dy compr h nsiv nd robus
investor protection framework. CRM has been over ten years in the making and will
soon be fully implemented, with many of its core elements due to be implemented in
March 2013.
One only need refer to publications like the On rio S curi i s Commission (“OSC”)
2012 Annual Report to obtain insight as to the vitality of C n d ’s investor
protection framework. Of the 5,100 c lls r c iv d by h OSC’s Con c C n r fiv
percent related to registrant misconduct and five percent to how and where to
complain.2 Based on approximately 1.5 million investors in the province of
Ontario3, this would suggest a failure rate of .03%. Similarly, the Investment
Indus ry R ul ory Or niz ion of C n d (“IIROC") r c iv s n v r
of
approximately 1,000 complaints per year (this includes complaints sent to firms and
reported to IIROC via the Complaints and Settlement Reporting System).4 Given
the approximate 10.3 million non-advisory (discount) and full-service brokerage
accounts with IIROC-regulated firms,5 this suggests a failure rate of .01%. In
addition, the World Bank 2012 Doing Business Guide ranks Canada as having the
fourth strongest investor protection regime in the world.6
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It is against this backdrop—C n d ’s hi hly-developed and successful investor
protection regime—that we consider the advisability of a statutory best interest
standard when advice is provided to retail clients. And so, at this conceptual stage
of the rule-making process, one could easily argue that there is no evidence of a
systemic issue or regulatory gap involving the provision of advice to retail clients
that need be addressed by the imposition of a fiduciary standard as that described in
Consultation Paper 33-403.
If, for the sake of argument, one were to assume that a systemic issue or regulatory
gap exists, the confusion with respect to the difference between the suitability
standard and a best interest standard is noteworthy and must be addressed. The
f ilur o d qu ly d scrib wh “b s in r s ” m ns or ncomp ss s mus firs
b r m di d b for on c n d rmin h con x in which o “qu lify” h
standard. The spectrum of possibilities that exists as between an absolute fiduciary
duty and a qualified fiduciary duty are wide-ranging, so much so that it would be
virtually impossible to estimate at this stage the costs and/or benefits to retail clients
and other capital markets participants. The adoption of a fiduciary standard could
bring fundamental changes, perhaps even a complete overhaul, of the most recent
nh nc m n s o C n d ’s s curi i s r ul ory r im .
In addition, it would have been helpful if Consultation Paper 33-403 provided
examples of suitable investments that were not in h cli n ’s b s in r s . Al hou h
Canadian courts have been clear that a fiduciary duty does not require the fiduciary
o c s “ u r n or” wh n providin fin nci l dvic h pr c ic l imp c could
be quite different, such as in the case of advice given in relation to higher-risk
securities and financial instruments, such as small and mid-cap equities and
derivatives. While higher-risk investments can offer the potential of higher returns
and can be an appropriate part of a balanced portfolio, the legal uncertainty and
potential liability for providing advice to speculative and/or knowledgeable
investors with respect to such products could result in fewer advisers offering advice
and fewer retail clients receiving advice.
With respect to the sale of proprietary products, e.g. mutual funds and certain
structured products, their distribution should be permitted to continue subject to the
suitability standard. It is important to note that many dealers and advisers offer only
propri ry produc s or n o h rwis ‘limi d sh lf’ of produc s. Mu u l funds in
particular provide retail investors with the opportunity to participate in the capital
market and receive affordable investment advice. If a best interest standard were to
be interpreted as requiring dealers to offer an expansive range of products, it could
have a significant negative impact both on retail clients and dealers whose business
model is predicated on providing a limited product offering to this investor segment.
The CSA should also consider whether a fiduciary standard would create an un-level
playing field with respect to the regulation and sale of insurance products versus
securities. It may be the case that certain market or produc ‘disloc ions’ could
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occur if one group or market abides by a different standard of conduct than the
other.

(2) Fiduciary Standards and Financial Services
In his book, Fiduciary Law, referenced in Consultation Paper 33-403, Professor
Leonard Rotman wri s “[…] cursory x min ion of fiduci ry jurisprud nc
reveals that the [fiduciary] concept is not well understood or properly
impl m n d ”7 nd us s h rm “fiduci ry p r dox” o d scrib h ph nom non
of the widespread use of a concept that is in fact poorly understood.8 Although the
range of relationships sanctioned as fiduciary by Canadian courts have grown at a
faster rate than any other jurisdiction, leading an Australian jurist to describe Canada
s “fiduci ry r l ionship indus ry ”9 Canadian courts have consistently declined to
impose a uniform fiduciary standard on all financial advisers. Speaking on behalf of
the majority in a seminal Supreme Court of Canada decision, Justice La Forest
writes,
The relationship of broker and client is not per se a fiduciary
relationship. Where the elements of trust and confidence and reliance
on skill and knowledge and advice are present, the relationship is
fiduciary and the obligations that attach are fiduciary. On the other
hand, if those elements are not present, the fiduciary relationship does
not exist. The circumstances can cover the whole spectrum from total
reliance to total independence. Where a fiduciary duty is claimed in
the context of a financial advisory relationship, it is at all events a
question of fact as to whether the parties' relationship was such as to
give rise to a fiduciary duty on the part of the advisor.10
Where there is vulnerability, trust, reliance, discretion and/or professional rules of
conduct in an advisory relationship, Canadian courts have not been shy to find a
fiduciary duty.11 However, as Rotman cautions, the fiduciary concept should not be
regarded as the panacea for all claims.12 The fiduciary concept is elusive and
complex, and Canadian courts have spent years fine-tuning its appropriate
application in the context of the provision of investment advice. When one
considers the complexity of the fiduciary concept (and the carve-outs and
qualifications), any perceived benefit should be carefully balanced against the
uncertainty and potential for an inordinate number of meritless lawsuits based upon
an inappropriately applied standard.
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The confusion associated with a qualified fiduciary duty is evident in an example
raised in Consultation Paper 33-403 relating to the Australian reforms, wherein it is
su s d h h b s in r s s nd rd could b d si n d so s o p rmi “sc l d
dvic ” which is d fin d s “ dvic h only consid rs
sp cific issu (for
x mpl sin l issu dvic on r ir m n pl nnin ) ”13 such that:
The client might prefer to receive more targeted advice on a matter
that is particularly concerning them rather than comprehensive
dvic . As lon s […] h d cision o n rrow h subj c m r of
the advice [is based] on the interests of the client, the provider will
no b in br ch of h ir obli ion o c in h ir cli n ’s b s
interests. The scaling of advice by the provider must itself be in the
client’s best interests sp ci lly sinc h cli n ’s ins ruc ions m y
times be unclear or not appropriate for his or her circumstances.
(Emphasis Added)14
This passage suggests that even a qualified fiduciary duty leaves little room for the
input and agency of the investor. As such, it is unclear as to how placing the onus
on advisers to not only bear responsibility for the appropriateness of the advice, but
also the breadth of the advice, constitutes a qualified b s in r s s nd rd or “s f
h rbor.” Th r n of possibili i s v n wi hin qu lifi d s nd rd is so bro d h
identifying potential implications is an exceedingly challenging task.

(3) Consumer Choice
We believe that the adoption of a statutory best interest duty could unintentionally
harm retail clients by creating uncertainty, reducing access to products and services,
and raising the costs of investing. If the interests of retail clients are to remain
paramount, then there should be assurance that the suitability standard remains in
effect so as to allow advisers and dealers to continue to offer a broad range of
products and services, which means providing retail clients with the opportunity to
choose from among the various business models and distribution channels that
currently exist. And, for businesses offering a somewhat limited selection of
products, it is worth noting that in the United States the Dodd-Frank Act specifically
provid s h “ h s l of only propri ry or o h r limi d r n of produc s ” or h
receipt of commission-based compensation, shall not, in and of themselves, violate
the uniform fiduciary standard of conduct.15
Consultation Paper 33-403 considers two leading U.S. studies that were designed to
determine the likely impact of a statutory fiduciary duty on broker-dealers. The first
study, commissioned by the Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association
(“SIFMA”) nd conduc d by Oliv r Wym n ( h “Oliv r Wym n S udy”)
13
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published in 2010, concludes that the application of the fiduciary concept outlined in
the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 on brokerage activities would harm investors
by reducing product and service availability and increasing their costs. 16 In contrast,
the second study published in March 2012 by professors Michael Finke and Thomas
L n don ( h “Ac d mic S udy”) r ch s
diff r n conclusion findin “no
statistical difference between [states where broker-dealers are subject to a fiduciary
duty and those where they are not] in the percentage of lower-income and highwealth clients, the ability to provide a broad range of products including those that
provide commission compensation, the ability to provide tailored advice, and the
cos of compli nc .” 17
Both studies provide helpful insights. A potential limitation of the Academic Study,
how v r is in i s d si n o m sur
l s in p r “p rc iv d” s oppos d to
obj c iv diff r nc s in busin ss conduc . A s udy of dvis rs’ p rc p ions bou
wh h r h y r m in h ir cli n s’ n ds nd c in in h ir b s in r s s
although of some use, does not objectively establish whether there is in fact a
statistical difference in the range of products offered in states that are subject to a
statutory fiduciary standard of care and those that are not.18
As noted above, the Dodd-Frank Act states that the receipt of compensation based
on commission shall not, in and of itself, be considered a violation of the standard of
conduct applied to brokers and dealers. Similarly, Mary Schapiro, former Chairman
of h S curi i s nd Exch n Commission (“SEC”) h s s d h if h SEC
adopts a fiduciary rule, it would be business model neutral and would allow brokers
working with retail customers to charge commissions.19 Notwithstanding the U.S.
example, we are concerned that a fiduciary duty could limit the use of commissionbased brokerage accounts. We believe middle-class and less affluent investors
would be most disadvantaged by a shift away from this type of account, especially
for those who trade infrequently and/or maintain small accounts.
According to the Oliver Wyman Study, fee-based advisory services are 23-37 bps
more expensive than commission-based services.20 The Oliver Wyman Study also
found that the indirect costs of additional compliance, disclosure and surveillance
16
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associated with an enhanced standard may have the greatest impact on consumers,
s n “[ s im d w lv o s v n n million] sm ll inv s ors ‘ h m r in’ could
lose access to current levels of advisory service if even two additional hours of
cov r
nd suppor is r quir d p r cli n .”21 Given the high regulatory and
compliance costs associated with the current regulatory environment, dealers must
seek efficiencies and achieve economies of scale to remain profitable, particularly in
relation to small accounts.
Also, it is worth noting that uncertainties with respect to the legal interpretation of a
statutory best interest duty could result in errors and omissions insurance becoming
prohibitively expensive or simply unavailable. As a consequence, it may be the case
that advisers would be reluctant to accept new or less affluent clients, pushing into
non-advisory channels those investors who would benefit from and could have
otherwise afforded professional advice.

(4) Principal Trading and Capital Raising
Because a fiduciary duty is the highest standard of care recognized by law and
equity, it may well require the complete avoidance of, as opposed to the disclosure
and management of, conflicts of interest. As such, any new or amended standard of
conduct would have to be crafted so as to allow dealers to continue to provide
market liquidity, such as in the case of principal trading.
The participation of retail investors in the fixed-income market is significant. In
2012, approximately $174 billion dollars of fixed income products were held in fullservice accounts across the retail brokerage industry,22 and recent statistics show that
in Canada approximately a quarter of retail client assets entrusted with investment
dealers are invested in fixed-income securities.23 Dealers anticipate retail demand
for these securities and hold them in inventory in order to efficiently and cost
effectively meet investor needs in the secondary market. In this regard, dealers take
on risk by holding these securities in inventory and are compensated via the spread
between purchase and sale prices. Any restrictions on principal trading could
negatively impact investor access to fixed income products by increasing the cost of
debt offerings due to less or limited liquidity in the secondary market.
The capital raising process is vital to the growth and development of the Canadian
economy and retail investors play a very important role in this process. A statutory
best interest duty could adversely affect capital raising in the equity, quasi-equity
and public debt markets. The Canadian market is concentrated, with a relatively
21
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small number of leading underwriters in the debt and equity markets. In most cases,
full-service dealers that engage in underwriting activities provide access to new
issues to their respective retail clients—something that is desired by both issuers and
retail clients. The current prospectus regime and suitability requirements provide
investors with effective protection, and any attendant conflicts of interest are wellmanaged. We fail to see how the imposition of a statutory best interest duty will
benefit investors when all costs (both direct and indirect) are considered; in addition,
limiting retail participation in the capital raising process would have the unintended
consequence of increasing financing costs for governments and corporations. If the
best interest standard obliges firms to avoid rather than disclose these conflicts, or
were it to have a chilling effect on the distribution of securities generally, then the
impact for clients, issuers, and the economy could be significant.

*

*

*

In summary, we feel that the current regulatory framework strikes an appropriate
balance between investor protection and capital markets efficiency. As such, we
strongly disagree with any characterization of Canadian advisory services as “buy r
b w r ” r ns c ions which ccordin o Consul ion P p r 33-403, serves as one
of the investor protection concerns fueling the standard of conduct debate. We are
unaware of any regulatory or market failure that would lead one to conclude that
Canada has fallen behind other jurisdictions and we suggest that the CSA carefully
monitor the impact of the new standards coming into force in other jurisdictions.
Finally, we encourage the CSA to allow CRM and other recent regulatory changes
to be fully implemented and evaluated before any conclusions are drawn as to
whether a statutory best interest duty is necessary.
We would also like to add that Scotiabank representatives participated in working
groups formed by the Investment Industry Association of Canada and The
Investment Funds Institute of Canada to study Consultation Paper 33-403.
Thank you for considering our comments.

Yours truly,
“Barbara Mason”

“Michael Durland”

Barbara Mason
Executive Vice-President,
Global Wealth Management

Michael Durland
Group Head and Co-CEO,
Global Banking and Markets
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